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Futurist Humanist



(thanks to Frank Diana)

The world has just become significantly less stable and safe 

Technology will be increasingly used as a weapon 

Europe will need to fend for itself a lot more



Data really is the new oil - so do we need to regulate it just as much? 



Data really is the new oil - so do we need to regulate it just as much? 



Technology has no ethics



Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

The Megashifts  
represent huge opportunities  
but will also bring exponential 
challenges to privacy and generally 
to ‘what makes us human’ 



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world”
Sundar  Pichai CEO Google



You ain’t seen nothing yet: we are heading towards a world of ‘global brains’

The Google Assistant via Youtube Pillo



The IoT: as things and processes become intelligent, will humans be empowered or diminished?



Faustain bargains or…            just the new normal?



A new relationship of man and machine: the #1 topic



Years not decades - ethics are no longer just ‘nice to have’



We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change:  
to keep expecting linear developments is a bad approach

Now 
1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128



We may be the last generation of humans that still knows what ‘offline’ means



Soon, if we ask whether technology can do something 

the answer will pretty much always be ‘YES’



The problem is not whether 
computers can think but if humans 

can still feel when that happens 



The challenges of ‘too much technology’ are 
increasing exponentially, as well



Awesome or awful?



Machine-thinking
Judgement erosion
Automation bias

Glass cockpit syndrome
Abdication, loss of free will



What used to work until now is very unlikely to work in the 
future: we need a much better mix of proaction and precaution

1 2 4  8 16 32 64 128 256



It is the framework that changes with every new technology, not just the picture (Mc Luhan)



#hellven: our choice



Who will be Mission Control for Humanity?



#hellven



Voice Control, NUIs, AR/VR: speaking to machines like to our friends?

Amazon Echo

Pillo VIDEO



Intelligent Digital Assistants:  

Who would you trust  

with creating a 

digital copy 

of you?



How far will you take this? 
Who will define right or wrong?



What about Mystery, Serendipity, Fantasy, Imagination, Free Will…Mistakes  ?



Algorithms (Technology)

Androrithms (Humanity)

How will we maintain a human-centric, holistic, sustainable balance?





If we use technology only for convenience and efficiency we may end up as machines, ourselves



What should (not) be automated?



Dramatic increases in automation will require a societal negotiation on the future of work and jobs



Algorithms Androrithms

Providers and platforms must take responsibility  

Much improved stewardship, wiser leaders   

New social contracts: ethics for a digital age 

Educational focus on science and humanism 

A ‘Humanity Protection Agency’ ?

Algorithms Androrithms

Europe needs to show leadership in global digital ethics 





Embrace technology - but don’t become it



Thanks for your time and attention!
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